Press Release

Colony Tire & Service is Newest Distribution Partner for
Continental Agricultural Tires
•
•

Continental agriculture tires available for purchase through Colony Tire & Service
All Continental radial agricultural tires purchased in the U.S. and Canada have warranty
coverage up to 10 years

Fort Mill, SC. April 16, 2020. Continental’s newest distribution partner for agricultural tire sales is
Colony Tire & Service. With over 25 locations along the Eastern Seaboard from Richmond, Va. to
Columbia, S.C., they provide maintenance, repair and tire care service for farm tires, along with
tires for other industries including logging, construction, mining, ports, steel mills, industrial presson-bands, passenger cars and medium trucks.
“We are very excited to add Colony Tire as a Continental agriculture tire distribution partner,” said
Matt Futrelle, sales and marketing manager US/Canada for Continental Commercial Specialty
Tires. “With their large distribution network and over 25 commercial centers, they are a great fit for
Continental right in the backyard of our South Carolina headquarters. Farming is a very important
part of the economy in North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia, and having a great partner to
provide outstanding service to our farmers is key.”
Available agriculture tires include Continental’s Tractor70, Tractor85, TractorMaster and
CombineMaster product lines, in multiple sizes. These tires are covered by Continental’s industryleading agricultural tire warranty, which includes stubble damage and field hazard coverage.
For a full list of available sizes, please contact your local Colony Tire & Service center by phone at
800-22-TIRES. Colony Tire locations can be found at https://fleet.colonytire.com/locations/.
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Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of
people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent, and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2019, Continental generated sales
of €44.5 billion and currently employs more than 240,000 people in 59 countries and markets.
The Tires business area has 24 production and development locations worldwide. Continental is one of the
leading tire manufacturers with around 56,000 employees and posted sales of €11.4 billion in 2018 in this
business area. Continental ranks among the technology leaders in tire production and offers a broad product
range for passenger cars, commercial and special vehicles, as well as two-wheelers. Through continuous
investment in research & development, Continental makes a major contribution to safe, cost-effective and
ecologically efficient mobility. The portfolio of the Tires business area includes services for the tire trade and
fleet applications, as well as digital management systems for tires.
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